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Hot on the heels of last year's runaway success, Porn for Women, the female pornographers from

Cambridge are now tackling the fantasies of new mothers. What really turns them on? The CWPC

locked themselves in the lab for months to find out. And the results are in this scientifically proven,

steamy photo collection of hunky guys doing exactly what new mothers want. Prepare to enter a

fantasy world, a world where men insist on changing diapers, where guys get up for 3 a.m. feedings,

and where they just can't help but admire mom's sexy all-sweatpants wardrobe. Page after page of

titillatingshots and dream-worthy captions will make every mother swoon. In fact, it might just leave

her begging for more. . . . Oh, daddy!
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This is an awesome book for all new moms who need a pick-me up and want to be reminded how

dads can be (but most likely are not!). This is NOT an xxx rated type porn book but more like a

humor / romantic idea of what new moms would like. No nudity, just humor... will put a smile on any

new moms face.

I'm a mother of a 13 yr. old and I just recently found this book. Both my husband and I laughed out

butts off and I bought 15 copies of it and I'm sending it to all my new mom friends for mother's day!

This is a great gift for baby showers, a mother to be, or any new Mom. There isn't really "porn" here,

it is pictures of guys doing generous things for their wives. The pictures are great and captions are



hilarious. Everyone at the party will get a kick out of this.

It was THE hit at the baby shower!! For reasons I don't understand (maybe because I'm a guy),

women really get a kick out of this one. I also purchased Porn for New Brides and found the same

reaction. Maybe it's because these books show us men as women would really like us to be, rather

than the animals that we usually are: to wit, "Let's not have sex tonight, sweetie, and I'll just give you

a foot rub." Really!! Great fun.

I first saw this in the waiting room of my midwife's office when I was pregnant and got a good laugh

out of it. Now I give it to every expecting couple as a joke gift for dad to 'study'. No actual 'porn,' just

funny campy photos of hunky shirtless guys doing household chores, changing diapers, etc. and

saying things a new mom would love to hear..."sure, I'll watch the baby while you go to the spa" and

"that 19 year old Swedish blonde is nice but I'd prefer an older nanny with more experience." My

husband still jokingly asks "is this porn for new moms?" every time he does a chore or favor that I

would usually do. Great gift and definitely an icebreaker at a baby shower! I've personally seen the

most staid in-laws guffawing over this book as it's passed around.

OK, so i have seen lots of reviews from people who are angry and disgusted at the titles of these

books. Having that said they are probably just mad they didn't get just dirty products when they

searched for the word "PORN". Now on the the product, this book is fantastic its funny, light hearted

and gives mothers something to smile about even if you hate to admit that in moments even if your

husband would do the dishes it would qualify him for a nice romp in the bedroom even if you don't

have the energy (because of your bundle of joy and all). anyways a great book and i would

recommend this book to mothers of all ages..well done!!

Hilarious. I can't tell you how happy I was to see that there was an organization called the

"Cambridge Women's Pornography Cooperative". We send this book at a gift to every new mom

among our friends and family.

Got this for my sister-in-law with a new baby. Haven't given it to her yet, but *I* think its adorable.

And I know she will like it too because it's chock full of hot men saying all the things new mommies

want to hear like "I know, why don't you take a nice hot bubble bath while I change the diapers and

paint the house?" Really cute. It's smaller in size than I expected, but whatever.
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